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Relax, Unwind, De-Stress, and Color In Your Dreams With These 34 Beautiful Wedding Detailed

Illustrations. Color Me Wed: Stress RelievingÂ Wedding Coloring Book features 34 original wedding

illustrations for you to color and enjoy! You will have fun and relax while coloring in bridal showers,

wedding invitations, wedding dresses, dances, wedding receptions, cakes, rings, flowers and more!

Color Me Wed is a perfect gift for anyone that loves weddings or for that special bride to be.Â 

***See a teaser video with all the pages in Color Me Wed on Youtube at

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0tyaMO2gNus LightBurst Media is committed to bringing you fun

and unique adult coloring books for you to relax and enjoy! We are quickly becoming an  favorite

adult coloring book brand and hope you enjoy our coloring books! What you can expect from Color

Me Wed:  BEAUTIFUL hand-drawn wedding pages, no computer generated or stock images

here!Â  Wedding dresses, cakes, rings, flowers, dances, and so much moreÂ  Images printed single

sidedÂ  Detailed stress relieving designs perfect for Adults, Teens or makes a perfect wedding

activity for kids!Â  A great gift for people that love weddings or perfect for a bridal gift or a perfect

bachelorette party activity  Pick up your copy of Color Me Wed today by clicking the BUY NOW

button at the top of the page for a fun way to relax and unwind!
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My sister was really stressed out before her wedding and knowing she loved coloring books I got

her this. Well, she loved it! She cried when I gave it to her and sent me this image later that day



saying what a nice way to unwind it was.

I received an electronic copy of this coloring book via the Early Reader's program at

LibraryThing.com in exchange for an honest review.I really like the drawings in this book! The

pictures are included in order, beginning with the proposal and ending with the honeymoon. They're

very beautiful, extremely detailed and very multicultural! I also like that the settings vary: a proposal

in Paris, exotic honeymoons near the ocean, various garden settings, as well as a few pictures

indoors. Lastly, I like that the focus shifts from bride to groom to the bridal party and to the other

aspects of the wedding (like the cake, the flowers, a fully arranged table, the food, the rings, etc); it

provides a wholesome perspective of everything. I would definitely recommend this to everyone

who enjoys colouring. This would make a great engagement present.My thanks go out to Bonnie

Bright at Lightspace Media for this lovely prize!

This is a truly beautiful coloring book of wedding themed art! Captured on these pages are

wonderful pictures of several wedding themed scenes! and different ethnicity too! I beautiful Asian

bride in her tradional costume, Beautiful Henna art work etc! I received and ARC PDF copy of this

book for an honest review, so can not comment on paper quality etc... but loved that I could print the

pic I wanted to work with, and to be able to have a completely flat surface to work with! I think this

would make a great gift for bridesmaids! Looking forward to more from this artist! The picture

attached is done with Tombow markers. Will update with another picture i'm working on later!

I received an electronic copy of this book as part of a read and review program and was asked to

provide an honest review.The images in this book are stunning! I honestly can not wait to color the

bride on the swing especially. Color Me Wed covers the bridal journey from proposal to the

honeymoon and in the middle features some beautiful brides in equally fantastic gowns! Any

stressed out bride to be, or even a fashion minded person would love to add this coloring book to

their collection. Trust me with all the flowers, dresses and romantic images this book you will be

falling in love with it!

I was able to review Color Me Wed in digital form. The pictures are beautiful! It almost reminds me

of a happy Barbie book in wedding form. The details are nice in the pictures, and lots of pictures

without repetition. It could also give a bride ideas on what to actually wear for her own wedding. The

colored pictures could be even incorporated into the wedding program or bridal activities. Everyone



loves to color! I even see this book appealing to young girls wishing of that day, or romantics at

heart using color therapy as a way to create happiness and dream. I would definitely recommend

this coloring book!

A perfect color book for any bridal shower! A wonderful time of a woman's life is preparing for her

wedding. It is also one of the most stressful. Having the bride take a moment every now and then to

color and de-stress is a huge help. I recommend giving this as a gift to a bride and groom as soon

as you hear about the engagement.

I received a PDF download of this for review, so I canâ€™t comment on the quality of the paper or

binding. Color me Wed is an adult colouring book based on a theme of weddings. I have many

friends and family members who are enjoying this new trend in adult colouring books and was

looking forward to reviewing one. When I first agreed to review a wedding themed colouring book, I

was a bit concerned that a book of bridal pictures would be mostly white and not much fun to colour.

While there are quite a few pictures of brides, they include enough decorations and decor to be

colouful. There are also weddings of different ethnic backgrounds, which could include bright, vivid

colours. Other pictures include flower girls and wedding cakes and decor. Some of the drawings are

in a Japanese anime style, which is not to everyoneâ€™s taste. A few of these, and some others, I

found a bit unsophisticated and even juvenile. But overall, this would be a fun gift for a bride who

enjoys colouring or as a bridesmaidâ€™s gift from a bride.

Really liked this coloring book and think girls will have fun planning their dream weddings using

these wonderful designs. Nice designs, the only thing stopping Color Me Wed from getting five stars

are the designs with very tiny coloring spaces. Can't be the only one who may need a magnifying

glass to color the designs with these spaces. I use markers and some gel pens, but even those

don't have points small enough to use here. Love the idea of this coloring book and the designs are

top notch, except for those little lines.Received a digital copy of Color Me Wed via the Early Reader

program from librarything.com in exchange for an honest review.
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